Let balls be placed successively and independently in urns r/l, u2, * * -, urn Ui receiving each ball with probability pi, i = 1, 2, * * . . After n balls have been placed let L, be the number of urns containing an odd number of balls. The event [LB=0 for infinitely many a] has probability one or zero, termed respectively the "recurrent" and the "transient"
cases. In [l, p. 941 it was stated that "it seems impossible to obtain a general criterion in terms of (& ) to ensure the recurrent case, " and in [Z] it was stated "it would appear that the necessary and sufficient conditions are rather delicate and not to be exhibited in neat form. ' In this note we clarify matters, showing that the condition (1) given below, previously known to be sufficient for recurrence ([l] and [z]), is also necessary.
Without loss of generality we assume pi> 0, i= 1, 2, . . . , pi &p2 zzp32 * 1 *, and we set fn = p, +p,+i+ . . * , so that fr = 1 and f,, decreases monotonically to zero.
THEOREM.
A necessary and szlficient condition for reczwence is that (1) %k=-* n
In the follo\ving cl, 62, * * * are suitable absolute positive constants. Let X1, X2, . * . be mutually independent Bernoulli random variables taking the values 0 or 1 with probabilities 4 each, and set S= foci piX,. It was shown in [2] that a necessary and sufficient condition for recurrence is that E( l/S) = a,. Let N= min (nl X, = 11 and let E, be the event [N=s], so that P(En) =2-". Since SS~V me have E(l/S) hE(l/f~) = ~~1/(2'7,), so that condition (1) is sufficient, and the necessity will follow if we show that E(S-ll E,) =(c~/fn.
LetA and ZnjE, occurs. HenceP(A,j/E,) SP(Bej/ E,), jZ4, and to prove (2) it is sufficient to prove Cqj <Ct, where qj=P(Bnj] E,,), gj being independent of n. Setting Vi= Toj=X1+Xzf -* -+Xj tlie have qi = P(Vk < k/4 for some k 2 j) s 5 P(Vk < k/4).
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